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Ranbir Drops Kat From Promotions of Jagga Jasoos!

Mumbai, Looks like Ranbir Kapoor has dropped Katrina Kaif from promotional activities of his
upcoming movie, “Jagga Jasoos”. In a recent promotional event Ranbir was all alone. Kat was
missing. The event was a 2 hour session with the children of different walks of life. It took every
one by surprise. Till end of the event, every one was hopping that Kat may suddenly appear, may
come out from hiding. But nothing of the sort happened. Some one asked from the crowd, where is
Katrina??? Ranbir was quick to reply saying, she is not well. He went on to ask audience to keep a
5 second silence so that Katrina gets well soon.
Kat and Ranbir were not very comfortable with each other during promotion activities.
Though they kept trying to wear “I’m Sober” face expression but their impatience and
intolerance for each other lead to some verbal altercation or other.
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Katrina, who is popularly known as Kat, is playing main lead against Ranbir in the fil. Film is
directed by Anurag Basu. Kat and ranbir are ex-lovers and its said that their breakup happened
during shoot of Jagga Jasoos and their strained relationship was major cause of the delay of the
film.
When some one asked from the crowd, where is Katrina??? Ranbir was quick to reply
saying, she is not well. He went on to ask audience to keep a 5 second silence so that
Katrina gets well soon.

During the promotion of the film it was evident that Kat and Ranbir were not very comfortable with
each other. The kept trying to wear “I’m Sober” face expression but their impatience and
intolerance for each other lead to some verbal altercation or other. Prior to this event, in all the
events when ever Kat will try to speak, Ranbir will but-in uninvited and start replying on her behalf.
At few occasion, Kat got very upset and tried to stop Ranbir but in vain.
Jagga Jasoos is releasing on 14th July. the promos look very promising. Songs are rising on the
chart. Anurag is ready repeat his success of Burfee. In such a situation, Ranbir and Kat should be
very careful and should not wash their ugly utensils in public. They both need one good film to rise
back. And may be, Jagga Jasoos is the one for both.
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